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Front (plus you get so see how messy my cork board is)

This is the second time I've made this pattern but I never got around to photographing the first
one. It's a chocolate brown bamboo jersey (and doesn't photograph well). I made it just before
Christmas and it has been a wardrobe staple all winter. This is Lydia  from Burda Style and the
pattern cost me all of a dollar. It doesn't come with very good instructions so I followed the ones
in Sew U: Home Stretch
instead. I also followed Wendy's suggestion for sizing and measured a few of my favourite
t-shirts to pick a size that would fit well. The sizing chart that comes with the pattern is for
clothes of woven fabrics and I ended up with a much looser shirt than I was expecting the first
time around.  

Back (&quot;Action&quot; shot of me pinning even more stuff to the cork board)

My fabric is blue cotton from NearSea Naturals ; I think it was called &quot;Castles in the
Sky&quot;. It's very lightweight and very comfortable. The sewing was pretty quick, especially
since I left the edges raw on the hem and cuffs. I trimmed the neckline down a bit and bound it
instead of using the facings the pattern calls for. To match the raw cuffs and hem, I left the
edges of the binding raw and showing too. It makes for a very casual relaxed shirt. The pattern
comes out plenty long (I like my t-shirts to come down to my hips) and has waist shaping which
I think makes it very flattering. Putting in the sleeves was a bit fiddly but the usual
lots-of-pins-and-go-slowly technique was all that was required to get them in nicely.

Collar detail (I suppose I could have pinned it to the cork board)
I've worn this shirt several times since I finished it and it is already a staple. It goes well with a
skirt or jeans and looks nice enough to go out for dinner. Being all cotton and lightweight I don't
find it too much on warm days and it is going to be a wonderful base layer under sweaters this
winter.
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http://www.burdastyle.com/patterns/lydia
http://www.nearseanaturals.com/browse.php?category=2

